If you have any of the following the treatment should not be done:
• pregnant or lactating • active inflammation/infection • dermatitis, rash, open wound
• large tattoos in the treatment area • known skin cancer or undergoing chemotherapy
• scars/scar tissue (must be covered by eon sticker) • recent sun exposure/retinol/AHAs
Warnings include the following + do not necessarily mean ineligibility for eon treatment:
• photosensitivity disorder/use of photosensitizing medications or antibiotics • bmi > 30
• type i diabetes • autoimmune/collagen-vascular disorders (e.g. lupus, scleroderma)
• history of seizures/epilepsy • history of keloid scars • ongoing use of steroids/anti- rheumatoid drugs
PRE

• avoid

PRE+POST

eon

eating a large meal prior / high levels of heat to your abdomen may make it
uncomfortable during + post treatment if you are very full • hydrating prior to any treatment
as a way to help your body function at its best and help to accelerate your healing time
as well as work in conjunction with your lymphatic system + enhance results

WHAT TO EXPECT
EON treatments typically take 60 min • Lying flat on the treatment table with your
abdomen exposed the robotic arm maps the “topography” of your belly customizing its
settings to your abdomen’s size and contours • The robotic arm moves over your abdomen
(just above your skin) in a repeating pattern to treat the surface area completely + evenly
• You may feel air lightly blowing against your stomach or some warmth
•

POST
After treatment, you may resume normal activities.

Generally EON is a very comfortable procedure with little to no downtime. In some instances patients have reported minor
redness or small hive-like bumps in the treated area. Bruising or nodules are a possibility and if they do develop, you
may apply Arnica gel to expedite healing. If nodules occur, this can be improved by light massage of the area at home
and generally will subside within a week or two. You can expect to see final results within 12 weeks. After treatment, your
lymphatic system gradually “cleans up” and eliminates the treated fat cells, removing them permanently. While the affected
fat cells cannot grow, the remaining fat cells can still gain weight, so maintain a consistent weight with diet and exercise in
order to preserve your results.

You can choose to schedule repeat appointments to continue to enhance your results

